AGENDA

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

1. ROLL CALL

2. APPROVAL OR CORRECTIONS TO THE MINUTES OF THE JULY 8, 2019, REGULAR VILLAGE BOARD MEETING

3. ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND PAYROLL

4. PUBLIC COMMENT AND/OR QUESTIONS

5. REPORTS OF COMMITTEES / OFFICIALS / STAFF:
   A. VILLAGE ADMINISTRATOR REPORT
   B. POLICE CHIEF REPORT
   C. ENGINEER REPORT
   D. TREASURER REPORT

6. OLD BUSINESS:

7. NEW BUSINESS:
   A. HOMewood DISPOSAL GARBAGE BILLING TRANSITION DISCUSSION ITEM
   B. ORDINANCE:
      1. AN ORDINANCE AMENDING TITLE V, CHAPTER 50 SECTION 50.26 OF THE CODE OF PEOTONE IN REGARD TO BILLING FOR GARBAGE/RUBBISH REMOVAL ACTION ITEM
      2. AN ORDINANCE AMENDING TITLE XV "LAND USAGE" CHAPTER 150 (BUILDING REGULATIONS), SECTION 150.065 (BUILDING PERMITS) OF THE PEOTONE VILLAGE CODE RELATIVE TO BUILDING PERMIT FEES ACTION ITEM
   C. RESOLUTION:
      1. A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTION OF A CONTRACT WITH SAFE-built ILLINOIS LLC FOR CERTAIN SERVICES RELATED TO BUILDING DEPARTMENT ACTIVITIES ACTION ITEM
   D. FENCE VARIANCES:
      1. K. SARGENT / 824 BONNIE LANE: REQUESTS VARIANCE TO BUILD A 6FT PRIVACY FENCE ON WEST SIDE OF LOT, NOT WITHIN 5 1/2 FT OF THE SIDEWALK, EXTENDING FROM NO FURTHER THAN THE FRONT WALL OF EXISTING RESIDENCE TO NO FURTHER THAN THE REAR PROPERTY LINE WITH UTILITY BOX OUTSIDE THE FENCE AND TO BUILD A 6FT PRIVACY FENCE ALONG THE REAR PROPERTY LINE TO CONNECT TO FENCE ON WEST SIDE OF LOT. A VARIANCE OF THE REQUIRED 30FT SETBACK FOR CORNER LOTS AND PRIVACY FENCE ACTION ITEM
   E. EXECUTIVE SESSION TO DISCUSS THE APPOINTMENT, EMPLOYMENT, COMPENSATION, DISCIPLINE, PERFORMANCE, OR DISMISSAL OF SPECIFIC EMPLOYEES OF THE PUBLIC BODY ACTION ITEM
   F. QUESTIONS OF THE PRESS

8. CORRESPONDENCE / COMMUNICATIONS / PETITIONS

9. ADJOURNMENT

A CLOSED SESSION MAY BE HELD AT ANY POINT DURING THE MEETING.
ANY DISABLED PERSON REQUIRING A SPECIAL ACCOMMODATION SHOULD NOTIFY THE VILLAGE HALL PRIOR TO THE MEETING DATE FOR NECESSARY ARRANGEMENTS. 708-258-3279.
MEETINGS ARE AUDIO TAPE FOR MINUTE PREPARATION ONLY.